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The authors have solved the all pairs shortest distances (APSD)
problem for graphs with integer edge lengths. Our algorithm is sub-
cubic for edge lengths of small (M) absolute value. In this paper we
show how to transform these algorithms to solve the all pairs shortest
paths (APSP), in the same time complexity, up to a polylogarithmic
factor. For n=|V | the number of vertices, M the bound on edge length,
and | the exponent of matrix multiplication, we get the following
results: 1. A directed nonnegative APSP(n, M) algorithm which runs in






2. An undirected APSP(n, M) algorithm which runs in O (M (|+1)2n|
log(Mn)) time. 3. A general APSP(n, M) algorithm which runs in
O ((Mn)(3+|)2). ] 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we show how to change our algorithms for
the all pairs shortest distances (APSD) to solve the all pairs
shortest paths (APSP) problem. We do it for several cases
and the algorithms are as efficient as the corresponding
APSD ones in each case (up to a polylogarithmic factor).
We use fast witnessed Boolean matrix multiplications (see
[3]).
Let G=(V, E) be a directed graph with n=|V | vertices
[v1 , v2 , ..., vn] and m=|E| edges. Let D=[dij]ni, j=1 be a
distance function from the edges to the real numbers with
. (dij= if and only if vi  vj is not an edge in E). We
define dii =
def 0.
A path P from vi to vj in G is a sequence of vertices vi=
vk0 , vk1 , ..., vkl=vj . The number of edges in the path is
defined as l. If l=0 we call the path an empty path. The
length of P is defined as dPij =
def lr=1 dkr&1kr . For every two
vertices v\1 and v\2 , on the path P, where \1=k+1 and
\2=k+2 , +1<+2 , we define d
P
\1\2
as the length of the sub-




We use the graph G and its edge distance matrix D inter-
changingly, i.e., we refer to ‘‘paths’’ in D which should be
read as ‘‘paths in the corresponding graph G.’’ A cycle is a
path from vi to vi . A negative cycle is a cycle whose length
is negative.
Given a matrix X, we use the notation Xij for the element
in the ith row and jth column of X; There are two excep-
tions: D and D*, where we use dij and dij*, respectively.
The all pairs shortest distances (APSD) problem is the
problem of finding, for every pair of vertices vi and vj in V,
the length of a shortest nonempty path from vi to vj . We
denote the solution matrix by D*=[dij*]ni, j=1.
The all pairs shortest paths (APSP) problem is the
problem of finding, not only the distances but a charac-
terization of all the shortest paths as well.
We use the notations APSD (n, M) and APSP (n, M) for
the problems on graphs with n vertices and the edge lengths
are either  or integers whose absolute value is bounded
by M.
In the problems above we exclude empty paths. This
is without loss of generality, since we can solve the prob-
lem which allows empty paths by first solving the
problem without them and then we update the solution
by taking dii$*=min[dii* , 0]. Updating the paths (not only
the distances) is trivial too.
Let A be an integer matrix and let a be an integer.
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Similarly define the notations [A=a], [A # B] for a set B,
etc. We also use relations on matrices which are defined
elementwise. AB, for example, holds if and only if
Aij Bij for all i and j.
Let A and B be n_n Boolean matrices. Let C be the n_n
Boolean matrix product of A and B be denoted by C=A } B
and defined as Cij=nk=1Aik 7 Bkj . The trivial way to com-
pute C takes 3(n3) time. There are faster ways to compute
it. Denote the time complexity of the fastest n_n matrix
multiplication over a ring by M(n). Define |, the exponent
of matrix multiplication, to be the infimum over all real
numbers x for which matrix multiplication of n_n matrices
can be computed in O(nx) time. Currently, the best bound
on | is |<2.376 (see [4]). Although it is not exactly true
(the infimum might not be a minimum), we assume that
M(n)=O(n|). A witnessed matrix multiplication algorithm
computes in addition to the Boolean matrix multiplication
a witness matrix W such that if Cij=1, then Wij=k such
that Aik=Bkj=1. In [3] we showed how to compute W in
O (n|) time.
In this paper we use the results of [2] and some other
new techniques to modify the APSD algorithms to the
APSP case. The naive way to represent the solution to the
APSP problem is to write down the full path for every one
of the n2 pairs. Figure 1 shows that this output can be 0(n3)
long (more than n327 edges to be precise). In fact, this
holds for an exponential number of input graphs. (Replace
each cycle in Fig. 1 by an arbitrary connected graph of n3
vertices.)
One way to avoid this cubic bottleneck is to compute wit-
nesses for shortest paths. We use the definition of witness
matrix W as follows: A witness for a path from vi to vj is a
vertex vk such that dij*=dik+d*kj . This definition is not suf-
ficient for graphs with zero length cycles, so we define a wit-
ness matrix W for the APSP problem to be an n_n integer
matrix W such that
1. Wij is a witness for a path from vi to vj .
2. For every pair of vertices vi and vj , there exists a finite
path P=[vk0 , vk1 , ..., vkl], where k0=i and kl=j, such that
kr=Wkr&1j for every 1rl.
This definition is insufficient in case of nonpositive cycles.
Even if there are only zero length cycles, one can get into an
infinite loop. If there are negative cycles, one must enter an
infinite loop. So for dij*=& we want to be able to con-
struct from the witnesses a simple path from vi to vj together
FIG. 1. All shortest paths can yield a cubic output.
with a vertex vk on the path and a negative cycle containing
vk (i, j, and k need not be distinct). This leads to the need to
define witnesses for paths, not necessarily shortest paths.
We use our results on transitive closure in [3].
We modify the algorithms of [1, 2] for the APSD
problem. The main idea is to run the appropriate algorithm,
but to change the Boolean matrix multiplications to a wit-
nessed Boolean matrix multiplication. This works fine for
the positive case (see Section 2). In the undirected case we
make some observations and a slight modification of the
APSD algorithm (see Section 3). The most difficult case is
the general one, there we encounter some difficulties, mainly
because of cycles. We overcome them by reducing the
problem in several steps: first we remove negative cycles,
then other & distances; then zero length cycles; until we
reach a graph where the cycles cause no problem. The
details are given in Section 5. In Section 6 we briefly discuss
the case of large edge lengths.
2. POSITIVE EDGE LENGTHS
In this section we transform solution for the positive
unweighted APSD problem into APSP one. First we sketch
(without proof) the different parts of the APSD algorithm
(for more details and proofs see [2]). Then we show how to
transform each part such that we will find witnesses for the
paths too.
The algorithm is:
1. For k=1, 2, ..., L0 =
def n(3&|)2, compute [D*k]
as follows: [D*0]=I and [D*k+1]=[D*k] }
[D=1].
2. For r=1, 2, ..., log1.5 n(|&1)2, let Lr=( 32)
r n(3&|)2.
[D*L0] is the output of the previous step. Compute
[D*Lr+1] from [D*Lr] using the ‘‘separator trick’’
as follows: We consider in turn each vertex as a source and
the layered graph obtained by single source shortest paths.
We take a block of consecutive layers, choose the smallest
one and use it as a separator. Each path that goes beyond
the separator must go through the separator. Hence we
minimize over the choice of the vertex on the separator.
More precisely, if Lr<dij*Lr+1=1.5Lr , then dij*=
mink # Ai [d*ik+d*kj ], where Ai =
def [vk # V: d*ik=d0], when
d0 # [Lr2, Lr] is chosen to minimize |Ai |.
Thus APSD (n, 1) was solved in O(n(3&|)2n|+
n2n1&(3&|)2)=O(n(3+|)2) time.
We slightly modify both parts of the algorithm to get also
witnesses for shortest paths. In the first part, the witnesses for
the new elements in [D*k+1] are obtained from the wit-
nesses of the Boolean matrix multiplication. In the second
part, if a shortest path from vi to vj goes through vk , where vk
belongs to the separator, then the i, j witness can be taken to
be the i, k witness that has already been computed.
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Consequently, to obtain the time bound we can substitute
O (n|) (the time for witnessed Boolean matrix multiplica-
tion [4]) for O(n|) in the bound for the positive APSD
(n, 1):
Theorem 1. The positive APSP(n, 1) problem can be
solved in O (n(3+|)2) time.
3. UNDIRECTED CASE
In the undirected case, zero edges or negative edges pose
no problem and can be eliminated easily (by contracting
these edges and some technical details). The special algo-
rithm for the undirected APSD uses essentially only
Boolean matrix multiplications. We compute [D* # Ai] for
O(log n) number of sets Ai , where each [D* # Ai] is com-
puted from previous matrices. The total complexity is
O(n| log(n)). The matrix multiplications can easily be
replaced by ones with witnesses. We need only witnesses for
the last step. Writing down the result of witnessing the last
multiplication step yields exactly the algorithm which Seidel
[5] independently found for this problem.
Theorem 2. The undirected APSP (n, 1) problem can be
solved in O (n|) time.
We extend it to the weighted case (see Section 6).
4. NONNEGATIVE EDGES LENGTHS
Consider the nonnegative APSD(n, 1) problem. One way
to solve it is to eliminate the zero length edges first. We first
compute Z, the transitive closure of the zero edges. It gives
us all zero (shortest) distances. Let D$ be obtained from D
by replacing the zero and + entries by zero. (D$ is the
adjacency matrix of the +1 edges.) Compute the Boolean
matrix multiplication E =def ZD$Z. An edge (1 entry) in E
corresponds to a path in D which consists of three parts: a
subpath of zero length edges, a 1 edge, and another subpath
of zero length edges (total length 1). Examining the paths in
D it is easy to show that apart from the zero distances, D*
matches E*. So we solve the APSP problem for E to obtain
all the shortest nonzero distances.
A first attempt to obtain witnesses for shortest paths is
simply to combine three sets of witnesses: the ones obtained
from the solution of the positive APSP E*, the witnesses
implied by the definition of E (two per entry) and the wit-
nesses of the transitive closure Z. While this approach gives
FIG. 2. An example of the failure of the naive solution.
FIG. 3. Combining witnesses from transitive closure.
for vi  vj a vertex vk such that dij*=dik+d*kj , it does not
give witnesses for the shortest paths as shown in Fig. 2.
A witness for a  y is build in three stages:
1. For a witness for E*, we choose a  x (we could have
chosen a  c, but our choice demonstrates some aspects
better).
2. The two witnesses for ZD$Z we choose a  b and
c  x.
3. For witnessing a  b, from the transitive closure Z we
choose a  b (actually the only valid choice).
Similarly we can get a as a witness for b  y. Simply
following the witnesses would lead us to the infinite path
a, b, a, b, ... for the pair a  x.
The difficulty above is caused by zero length cycles in G.
But we overcome it as in the witnessed transitive closure
[3]. We find the strongly connected components of Z, com-
pute witnesses for them, and contract them in G, forming
the contracted graph G$. We avoid multiple edges by always
choosing a minimum length edge. We next find the wit-
nesses for shortest paths in G$ by the method described in
Section 2. (In G$ there are no zero length cycles.) Finally, we
combine the two sets of witnesses as in the transitive closure
case to obtain the witnesses for the shortest paths of G. To
choose a witness for vi  vj we first examine the witness for
v$i $  v$j $ in G$ (the contracted graph). Let the witness be v$k
in G$. The edge v$i $  v$k$ in G$ represents an edge in G from
some vertex vr which was contracted to v$i $ to a vertex vs
which was contracted to v$k$ (see Fig. 3). Thus the witness vk
is either vs (when vi=vr) or the transitive closure witness for
vi  vr (if vi {vr).
Theorem 3. The nonnegative APSP(n, 1) problem can
be solved in O (n(3+|)2) time.
5. THE GENERAL CASE
We consider the case of dij # [0, \1]. We first solve the
corresponding APSD problem, so we known D*. We reduce
the unrestricted problem step by step: In Subsection 5.1 we
show how to eliminate the & distances. In Subsection 5.2
we show how to eliminate the zero cycles. In Subsection 5.3
we solve the reduced problem where all the cycles are positive.
5.1. Removing the Negative Cycles
To handle the & distances, we start with the negative
cycles. A negative component is a maximal set of vertices C
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such that if vi , vj # C then dij*=dji*=&. The output for
the unrestricted APSP problem consists of the following
parts:
1. D*$ a matrix of distances which matches D* in all its
entries which are not &.
2. A matrix of witness W: for every 1i, jn starting
from vi and using W one obtains a simple path ?ij from vi to
vj if one exists. Otherwise Wij is undefined. In case dij* is
finite ?ij is a shortest path and in case dij*=&, ?ij passes
through a negative component. Its length, in any case is dij*$ .
3. An array Neg representing a subgraph G$ of G of
outdegree 1. G$ contains a simple negative cycle _C for
every negative component C and a simple path from every
vertex in C to _C .
Obviously the witnesses generate all finite length shortest
paths. In case of dij*=& this output can be used to
generate a path from vi to vj of length under any specified
bound: Given a bound L on the length of the path, start
generating the path and update the bound. If, after reaching
vk , Dkj*$ is less than the bound L, or if the Neg pointer is not
defined, then follow the witnesses matrix W. Otherwise
follow the Neg pointer. In any case update the bound by
subtracting the length of the current edge (vk  vk$).
The matrix D*$ can be computed from the witnesses
matrix W using the algorithm in Fig. 4.
Lemma 1. The algorithm in Fig. 4 computes D*$ in O(n2)
time.
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm is proved by
induction on the time that Dij*$ was given a value in the algo-
rithm. We need only count the number of calls to the
Update routine. The main loop of the algorithm calls it no
more than n2 times. The Update routine can call itself recur-
sively, but every time it does so, it updates one value of the
matrix D*$. Since there are no cycles in the paths generated
by the matrix W, we will not refer to the same entry before
the recursion completes. Therefore the Update routine is
called no more than 2n2 times. K
The computation of the array Neg is the most com-
plicated. The reason for that is that we can not make any use
of the distance information inside a negative component; all
distances are &. Let P(n, m) be the problem of testing
whether a graph with n vertices and m edges has a negative
cycle and let P (n, m) be the problem of constructing a
negative cycle given the matrix D* of shortest distances
(and thus knowing that one exists).
FIG. 4. An algorithm for computing D*$.
FIG. 5. The graph G .
Lemma 2. The time complexity of P, T(n, m) satisfies
T(n, m)T (2n, m+3n&1)+O(n), where T is the time
complexity of P .
Proof. Given is a graph G, an input for P for which we
want to find whether there exists a negative cycle in it or not.
We construct a graph of similar size G which contains a
negative cycle if and only if d ij*=& for every two vertices
v^i and v^j . Thus running the negative cycles finder on G with
[d ij*=&]nij=1 we will discover a negative cycle if and only
if the original graph G had one.
The reduction is (see Fig. 5): take v^i=vi for all i and add
two new vertices u^ and w^. Connect them by a directed edge
w^  u^ of length n&1 (implemented by n&2 new vertices
and n&1 edges of length 1). Connect u^ to all the original
vertices with a zero length edge, and connect all the original
vertices to w^ with a zero length edge.
We prove that there is a negative cycle in G if and only if
in G , d ij*=& for all i, j. If there is a negative cycle in G
that goes through vk , then for every pair of vertices v^i and
v^j we can construct the following path: from v^i to w^ then to
u^, then to v^k then to w^ then to u^ then to v^j . So in G there is
a path from v^i to v^j going through v^k and as a result of the
negative cycle in G, d ij*=&. We showed that every old
vertex is on a negative cycle. But this is true for all the new
vertices as well because each negative cycle we described
contains all the new vertices.
Conversely, assume there is a negative cycle in G , _.
Assume _ contains a new vertex of G . It must contain all the
new vertices; i.e., the path P of length n&1 from w^ to u^. So
_ contains a simple path P from u^ to w^. Deleting the cycle
P _ P from _ gives a collection of cycles in G whose sum of
lengths is negative (since the length of P is at least &(n&1)
because it is a simple path). Therefore there exists a negative
cycle in G.
Note that we run the negative cycles finder algorithm
on G , giving it a constant (&) distance matrix. It might
be a misleading input. In that case we should monitor the
algorithm and abort it after its expected running time and
conclude that the input was wrong (i.e., there are no
negative cycles). K
The new graph G has only constant factor more vertices, so
any subcubic algorithm will be transformed into a subcubic
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algorithm. Furthermore, the reduction keeps the density of
the graph, and therefore even the complexity in terms of
number of vertices and number of edges is preserved. Thus,
since we believe that the problem of finding whether a graph
G contains a negative cycle or not is a difficult one (no sub-
cubic algorithm was known before), we get that the problem
of explicitly finding even a single negative cycle given all the
shortest distances is a difficult problem.
We now show how to compute the array Neg in
O (n(3+|)2) time. We first show how to compute it in a
negative component, then we simply combine the arrays we
computed for the different components.
Our APSP algorithm is based on the APSD algorithm of
[1]. We only outline the algorithm, omitting some details
and proofs. This is a recursive algorithm and the input con-
sists of a distance matrix D and an integer $ satisfying the
following invariant. For all i, j if dij* is finite, then it is
achieved on path with at most $ edges and otherwise
(dij*=&) there is a nonpositive path of at most $ edges
from vi to vj . Initially $=n2 (n is the number of vertices). In
each recursive call, $ is halved, and $=1 implies that if
dij*0, then dij 0:
1. If $=1 then dij*=& if and only if there exists a
negative path of length no more than 3: vi  vk1  vk2  vh .
We can actually choose the edge vk1  vk2 to be from the
original input graph D (before all the recursions).
2. As in section 4, compute Z, the transitive closure of
the zero distances and then we compute E=Z } D } Z. This
means adding an edge for every path consisting of three
parts: the middle part is an original edge and the other parts
are zero length paths.
3. Compute E2 , which is the matrix of shortest distances
for paths of no more than two edges. E2 can be computed by
constant number of Boolean matrix multiplications. It
contains distances in the set [&2, &1, 0, 1, 2, +]. Let
E$=WE2 2X.
4. Recursively solve the problem with input E$ and
W$2X to obtain E$*.
5. Using the matrix E$*, make shortcuts: replace each
positive edge eij for which Eij$*0 with a zero length edge.
6. As in Section 2, compute short distances using
Boolean matrix multiplications: For k=1, 2, ..., L0 =
def
n(3&|)2, compute [D*k]. Longer distances are computed
using the separator trick: for r=1, 2, ..., log1.5 n (|&1)2, let
Lr=( 32)
r n(3&|)2. Compute [D*Lr+1] from [D*Lr].
Each step uses Boolean matrix multiplications and now
we compute them using the witnessed version. The output of
this algorithm is a recursive structure, where in each recur-
sion level we have witnesses for a path which consists of the
previous recursion level.
The resulting recursive structures has logarithmic depth
and each layer contains at most n edges. More precisely, we
have log (n2) types of edges; the zero type is an edge which




r=0 such that k0=i, km=j, mn, and its




d t&1krkr+1 . (1)
Call the process of replacing a type t edge with a type t&1
path a refinement of that edge.
Consider i with dii*=&. The APSD algorithm finds it
by discovering the existence of a triangle (vi , vk1 , vk2 , vi )




k1k2<0 for some t2 log n (the
recursion depth). It discovers the triangle by two Boolean
matrix multiplications and computing them with witnesses
yields also k1 and k2 . We start with such a triangle and
maintain a characterization of the path from vi to vi . We
keep a linked list which specifies the refinement degree for
every edge.
Repeat t times refining all the edges to edges which are
one type smaller. The problem with this process is that we
can end up with a path of 0(n2 log(n)) edges. To avoid this,
in every refinement we keep the number of vertices to be no
more than n by making sure that no vertex will appear more
than once in the current path. To do this we also keep for
every vertex vk on the linked list an upper bound dist(k) on
the distance from vi to vk along the path which is being built
and a unique index num(k) which enables us to determine
which vertex comes first on the path.
The refinement step is simple: we use the witnesses from
the witnessed APSD algorithm to convert a type t edge into
a path of type t&1. Note that we always use type t&1
edges, it can be that some of edges have lower type, say
t$<t&1; e.g., in the triangles mentioned above. In this case
we regard them as a type t&1 edge which consists of a path
of one edge of type t&2 etc. We maintain the linked list and
update the functions dist and num. If while refining some
edge vi  vj of type t, we get a vertex vk which is already on
that path, thus forming a cycle, there are two cases:
Negative cycle. We change our target; set i  k and start
with the cycle between k and k which we currently have. We
release the subpaths from vi to the first occurrence of vk and
from the second occurrence of vk to vi (mark them as not in
the current path).
Nonnegative cycle. We bypass the section between the
two copies of vk ; define the successor of vk in the list as the
successor of the copy which is further in the path, and
release the cycle.
Each one of the two cases above has two subcases, depend-
ing on the order in which the two copies occurred. The four
cases are illustrated in Figs. 811.
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FIG. 6. Algorithm for computing Neg.
It is easy to verify that while performing this algorithm we
maintain a negative cycle which is refined all the time, but
never has more than n vertices. So finally we will have a type
zero negative cycle. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 6 and the
procedure release it uses is given in Figure 7.
The following theorem help understanding the algorithm.
Theorem 4. From line 5 on (Figure 6), the following
properties hold:
1. For every vertex vl such that type(l ) is defined and is an
integer, there exists an edge vl w
r vl $ , where l $=next(l ) and
r=type(l ). The length of this edge satisfies d rvl vl$
dist(l $)&dist(l ). In lines 1040 there can exist at most one
vertex vk with defined but not integer type(k)=s~ , where
s&1<s~ <s. In this case, there exists a path of ns~ &(s&1) edges
of type s&1 each, whose length is at most dist(l $)&dist(l ).
This type of edge is denoted by vk w
s~ vnext(k) .
2. Followingthenext(v)pointersfromvi yieldsacycleofver-
tices. A vertex has a defined type if and only if it is on this cycle.
3. The num function is monotonically increasing along the
path from vi (except the last edge which comes back to
vi). Furthermore, num(next(l ))num(l )+ntype(l ) for every
vertex vl such that next(l ){i.
4. len<0 and it is an upper bound on the length of the
cycle.
5. All the vertices vk on the cycle (i.e., type(k) defined )
have type s. On lines 842, if num(k)<num( j $) then
type(k)=s&1, where s is the index of the loop in line 6.
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FIG. 7. The procedure release.
Proof. In all the proofs we use induction on the progress
of the algorithm. The base of the induction follows from the
first five lines of the algorithm that build a negative cycle
(triangle) which passes through vi :
1. All the defined types are integers, and the condition
on dist clearly holds.
2. Only three vertices have a defined type, and they are
all on the negative cycle (triangle).
3. Follows from line 4.
4. len=&1<0 and the cycle is negative.
5. The initial s is t, the maximum of the type function.
The condition on j $ holds vacuously because j $ is not
defined yet.
Now, we check all the steps of the algorithm and prove
that all the conditions above hold:
Line 11. We introduce here a noninteger type. This is
the only situation in which such type can be formed. This
type is allowed here (in lines 1140) and it is the only one.
Line 10 ensures that there is a path which satisfies Condi-
tion 1 in this case.
Lines 1618. In these lines we implement the remark at
line 13, where vkr is a ‘‘new’’ vertex (see line 15):
1. For vkr&1 , we replace the s~ type (a path of
m&(r&1) edges of type s&1) by a single type s&1 edge to
vkr followed by a s~ type (a path of m&r edges of type s&1).
2. vkr was not on the cycle before, therefore the next
pointer’s cycle is just made one edge longer.
3. The previous s~ type ensures num( j $)num(kr&1)
+(m&r+1) ns&1numi+(m&r) ns&1.
4. len is not changed, and from (1), the distance only
reduces while refining an edge.
5. The new vertex vkr is of type s&1 and it is the
only vertex which is added to the set of vertices which satisfy
num(v)<num( j $).
FIG. 8. Backward negative cycle.
Lines 1939. In the following four cases, the algorithm
has just reached the same vertex vkr twice. Once it go its next
pointer when it participated in the cycle, and now we
reached it again, this time from vk&1 in a refinement process
which leads to vm=j $. This means that if we would add it
as in the previous case, we would have a cycle in the next
pointers. There are two cases. The first (when the length of
the cycle is nonnegative) is to shortcut the cycle out of
the pointers. The second (when the length of the cycle is
negative) is to change the target and consider that cycle as
our target negative cycle.
Lines 2225. This case is illustrated in Fig. 8. The first
time vkr was encountered is in a smaller position on the next
pointers path from vi (the if on line 20) and the distance
between them is negative (the if on line 21). Therefore we
have a negative cycle. So we empty all the vertices which are
not on that cycle (from j $ to the last occurrence of vi (last
vertex) and from the first occurrence of vi (the first vertex)
to vkr) in line 22 and change the target in line 24. Condition
5 ensures us that all the vertices that participate in the
current negative cycle are of type s&1 so we fix r and j $ so
that lines 4043 will skip to the next s. Note that we abort
the refinement process.
Lines 2729. This case is illustrated in Fig. 9. The first
time vkr was encountered is in a smaller position on the next
pointers path from vi (the if on line 20), but the distance
between them is nonnegative (the if on line 21). Therefore
we have a shortcut. So we empty all the vertices which are
on that cycle (from the vertex just after the first vkr until the
second encounter which is just before vj $) in line 27 and
shortcut the cycle by the next edge in the refinement (lines
2829). It is easy to verify that this shortcut does not violate
any of the conditions.
Lines 3235. This case is illustrated in Fig. 10. In this
case, the first time vkr was encountered is in a larger position
FIG. 9. Backward shortcut.
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FIG. 10. Forward negative cycle.
on the next pointers path from vi (the if on line 20). (This
implies, for example, that the previous time we visited this
vertex was with some larger s.) The distance between them
is negative (the if on line 31). Therefore we have a negative
cycle. We throw away all the vertices which are not on that
cycle (from the first vkr till the previous target vi and from
there till the vertex just before vj $ : vkr&1) in line 32. Then we
change the target (line 33). To close the cycle we point the
next pointer of the ‘‘old’’ vkr to vj $ . We keep on the refine-
ment since j $ must be on the negative cycle, because it is the
first vertex after vkr on the path, so it cannot be outside the
cycle.
Lines 3739. This case is illustrated in Fig. 11. The first
time vkr was encountered is in a larger position on the next
pointers path from vi (the if on line 20) and the distance
between them is nonnegative (the if on line 31). Therefore
we have a shortcut. So we empty all the vertices which are
on that shortcut (from vkr&1 until the vertex just before the
previous vkr). We abort the refinement since j $ must be on
the shortcut, because it is the first vertex after vkr on the
path. We keep, however, the same type s and refine the
edges from vkr until vi .
Line 43. s is decremented only after a full tour of the
cycle has been completed and j=i. From Condition 2 it
follows that there is no vertex vj with defined type( j ) outside
the cycle. So all the vertices vk with type(vk){< have now
type at most s&1. K
Corollary 3. The algorithm above finds a negative
cycle.
Proof. From Condition 5 it follows that when the algo-
rithm ends, all the edges are of type 0, which means that
they are all edges of the original input graph. From Condi-
tion 2 it follows that the next pointers consists of a cycle
which passes through vi . Condition 4 shows that the cycle is
indeed a negative one. K
FIG. 11. Forward shortcut.
After one negative cycle is build: vi0 , vi1 , ..., vim&1 , we fix
Neg to follow it:
Neg(ir)  ir+1 (mod m).
To define Neg on the other vertices of the negative compo-
nent C, remove all outgoing edges from the cycle (all edges
u  w, where u is in the cycle and w is not). After the change
there is still a path from every vertex of C to the cycle. Then
run a BFS on the reverse edges from vi0 . Set Neg(vp)=vq if
you reach vp from vq in the BFS. Clearly, Neg will not
change on the cycle, and following it will lead from any ver-
tex in C to vi0 .
The time complexity of the algorithm is O(n2) per refining
step (we refine no more than n edges of type t, each one
of them into O(n) edges of type t&1 and each takes
O(1) time); therefore the total time is O(n2 log n). We run
this algorithm several times, once for each strongly con-
nected component with ni vertices. The complexity will
be c i n2i log ni , where i ni=n. From the convexity of
n2 log n we get that the time complexity is O(n2 log n).
Now, that we have the array Neg, we remove all the &
distances. The reduction is as follows:
1. Build a directed graph G$: it has the same vertices as
G, and its edges are the edges vi  vj for i and j such that
dij*=&. Find strongly connected components in G$. Each
such component is a negative component of G.
2. Find the Neg pointers for each negative component.
All these pointers fit into a single array Neg.
3. Solve the witnessed transitive closure problem for
each one of the negative components. Denote the witness
matrix by T.
4. Construct a new graph G by contracting the negative
components. In case of multiple edges we arbitrary keep
only one. In G we give edge length zero to original edges and
&1 to edges incident with new (contracted) vertices. Note
that G does not have negative cycles. In G we compute wit-
nesses for shortest paths (using the algorithm of Subsection
5.2). Denote the witnesses matrix by W .
5. Join the last two matrices into the matrix W as follows:
For every pair of vertices i and j, let : and ; be the contracted
negative components which contains i and j if such com-
ponents exists, or the original vertices otherwise. Let k =W :;
and let i$  k$ be the edge in the original graph which was
chosen to represent the contracted edge :  k . If i and j are
in the same negative component then we follow the transitive
closure witness matrix T else, we follow it till we reach i $, and
from it we move to another negative component. So
Tij , :=;,
W&ij {k$, :{;; i=i $,Tii $ , i{i $.
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This completes the computation of witnesses for the &
distances. At this point we can delete all edges which are
adjacent to any vertex in a negative component, resulting in
a graph G with no negative cycles. We solve the APSP
problem for G and merge the solution W with that of the
& distances W& by taking
Wij={W ij ,W&ij ,
d ij* finite,
otherwise.
It is easy to verify that defining the witness matrix W in this
way, we can follow it and get the finite distances as W gives
them, and for the & distances we get a simple finite path
which passes through at least one negative component.
It remains to show how to compute witnesses for graphs
with no negative cycles. Because of the presence of negative
length edges we cannot use the simple algorithm that con-
tracts the zero length cycles of Section 4.
5.2. Removing the Zero Cycles
Lemma 4. Let G be a graph with no negative cycles, and
let G$ be the subgraph of G induced by the set of edges vi  vj
which satisfy dij=dij*. The shortest distances and the shortest
path structure of G and G$ are the same.
Proof. Clearly, every path in G$ is a path in G; therefore
the shortest paths in G are no longer than those in G$. On
the other hand, examine a shortest path P in G. Every edge
vi  vj in P is in G$; otherwise we could have replaced this
edge with a shortest path and made P shorter, which con-
tradicts the assumption that P is a shortest path (there are
no & distances). K
So, without loss of generality we can assume that G con-
tains only edges such that dij=dij*.
Define a relation R as is iRj if and only if vi and vj are on
a common zero-length cycle. Clearly R is an equivalence
relation. Also iRj if and only if dij*+dji*=0. Therefore the R
relation is easy to compute (given all the shortest distances).
Define a zero component as a subgraph of G induced by an
equivalence class of R (which is a set of vertices). Consider
C, a zero component.
Lemma 5. Every path in C is a shortest path.
Proof. Induction on number of edges in the path. The
base (one edge) follows from the assumption on G;
Assume that it holds for path with m edges, and let
P=w1 , w2 , ..., wm+1 be a path from vi to vj with m+1 edges




All the vertices are in the same component, so d*xy=&d*yx
and d*kj=dkj . Thus,
dji*d*jk+d*ki=&d*ik&d*kj=&d*ik&dkj .




and P is a shortest path. K
Lemma 6. If vi and vj are in C and P is a shortest path
from vi to vj then all the vertices and edges of P are in C.
Proof. Concatenate a shortest path from vj to vi to P. By
definition, dij*+dji*=0, so we gave a zero length cycle which
contains P. K
Define a relation R on C as iR j if dij*=0 (also dji*=0).
Lemma 7. R is an equivalence relation.
Proof. The only nontrivial fact is the transitivity of R .
Clearly dij*d*ik+d*kj . If this inequality is strict, then dij*<0
and dji*d*jk+d*kj=0 and we get a negative cycle: from vi to
vj through a shortest path (negative length) and from vj
through a shortest path to vk and another shortest path
back to vi (adding a nonpositive length). K
We call an equivalence class of R a layer. We say that a
layer B is below a layer A if for some vertices va # A and
vb # B, d*ab=&1 (and d*ba=1).
Lemma 8. If a layer B is below a layer A then for all pairs
of vertices vi # A and vj # B, dij*=&1 (and dji*=1).




But dij*+dji*=0, so the two inequalities above must be
equalities. K
Given a zero component C with m vertices, we define a
corresponding U-structure which has a set of vertices con-
taining two vertices v$i and vi" for each original vertex vi # C.
We use the terms adjacent, first and last in the description
below to denote consecutive, maximal, and minimal in the
canonical numbering of the vertices, respectively. The edges
of the U-structure are:
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FIG. 12. An example of a U-structure.
1. Zero length edges in the first copy from vi$ to v$j for
every two adjacent vertices vi and vj in the same layer.
2. Zero length edges in the second copy from vi" to vj" for
every two adjacent vertices vi and vj in the same layer.
3. An edge of length &1 in the first copy from v$i the last
vertex in a layer to v$j , the first vertex in a layer below it.
4. An edge of length +1 in the second copy from vi", the
last vertex in a layer to vj", the first vertex in a layer above
it.
5. A zero length edge (the only edge which connects
the two copies) from v$max , the last vertex in the lowest
layer (the only layer which does not have a layer below it)
to v"max , the first vertex in the same layer.
Note that the U-structure is actually a single path, with
several connections. The U-structure replaces the corre-
sponding component by replacing any edge from vi of some
component to wj of another component by an edge from vi"
to w$j . An example is shown in Fig. 12. In this example, all
down going edges have length &1, all up going edges have
length +1 and all horizontal edges have length 0. The thick
edge is the edge from v$max to v"min .
Define a new graph G , as the graph which results from re-
placing every zero component with a U-structure as described
above. We use indices i $ and j" to represent vertices of G .
Lemma 9. For every two vertices vi and vj in G, dij*=d *i $j"
and G has no zero cycles.
Proof. First, we prove that the U-structure distance of v$i
and vj" is the same as the original shortest distance between
vi and vj for the case where iRj (i.e., vi and vj are in the
same zero component). By Lemma 6, for every edge in the
U-structure there exists a path in the zero component C
which has the same length; therefore a path in the U-struc-
ture can be transformed into a path in C with the same
length. By Lemma 5 every path in the U-structure has the
length of a shortest path in C. We only need to prove now
that there is a path from every v$ to every v", which imme-
diately follows from the definition of the U-structure. For
the general case where vi and vj are not in the same zero
component, note that for any path in G (G ) there exists a
corresponding path in G (G) of no larger length.
As for the second part, assume that there is a zero length
cycle in G . It must go through more than one U-structure,
since a U-structure is a line. By the first part of this lemma,
there is a zero length cycle in G which goes through two dif-
ferent zero components. But by the definition of the relation
R there cannot be such zero length cycles; a contradiction
which proves the second part. K
We now show how to compute the witness matrix W for
the shortest paths of the original graph G; Compute the
witnesses matrix W of the transitive closure in the zero
components. Compute the witnesses matrix W in the new
graph G using the algorithm of Subsection 5.3 (G can have
only positive cycles). For every pair of vertices vi and vj
which are not in the same zero component, define k(ij) as
follows: Let v"k be the first vertex in the U-structure corre-
sponding to the zero component of vi such that W k"j $ leads
to a vertex outside the U-structure. Set k(ij )=k. Such a
vertex must exist, since vi and vj are not in the same zero
component. Note that k(ij ) is the same for all vertices vi in
the same zero component.
Now define W, witnesses for original graph as
r, i=k(ij ); r$=W i"j $
Wij={W ij , iRjW ik(ij ) , otherwise.
All k(ij )s can be computed in quadratic time. Note that we
defined k(ij ) using the U-structure where vertices are
duplicated, but we define W on the original graph G where
they are not.
Lemma 10. W is a valid witness matrix.
Proof. We prove by induction on the number of U-struc-
ture crossed by the shortest path P from v$i to vj" which is
characterized by the witnesses matrix W that following the
path P characterized by W we get a shortest path from vi to vj .
The induction basis (iRj) follows from the second case in
the definition of W: going from vi to vj we will follow the
transitive closure witnesses, and we would not get out of the
zero component of vi and vj . The derived path is a shortest
path by Lemma 5.
Suppose that the induction hypothesis holds if the path
goes through r U-structures, and assume that the path P
from vi to vj goes through r+1 U-structures. By the defini-
tions of k(ij) and U-structure, P goes from v$i to v"k(ij) then to
a vertex outside the U-structure. The path P uses W as long
as we are in C, the zero component of vi . Note that while P
travels in G , P follows it in G, where the vertices in the
U-structures are not duplicated; therefore while the witness
matrix W leads us to vk" , using edges in G which may not
have corresponding edges in G, the witness matrix W leads
us to vk , using only original G edges.
For i $ # C, k(i $j )=k(ij ). So following W will lead us to
k=k(ij ). By the base of the induction dPi $k"=d
P
ik . Then in P
we take the edge v"k  v$l and in P we take the edge vk  vl
of the same length, by the first case of the definition of W.
The rest of P goes only through r U-structures and by the
induction assumption, following W from vl the rest of P
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leads to vj and has the same length as the rest of P . Therefore
P and P have the same length and, by Lemma 9, P is a
shortest path from vi to vj . K
5.3. Positive Cycles Only
Here, we find witnesses by unwinding the recursive APSD
algorithm taking always the first edge.
Lemma 11. Given a graph G with no directed nonpositive
cycles, we can solve the APSP problem by replacing all the
Boolean matrix multiplications in the APSD algorithm by
witnessed Boolean matrix multiplications.
Proof. The general edge length algorithm for the APSD
problem uses a recursive structure in which it adds new
edges to the graph and changes the lengths of other edges
using some partially computed distances. When we replace
the Boolean matrix multiplications by a witnessed version,
we get a recursive structure which characterizes a shortest
path for every pair of vertices. Since there are no nonpositive
cycles, following the recursive structure, for each pair of ver-
tices, leads to a good witness matrix in O(n2 log(n)) time
(the logarithmic factor is the depth of the recursion).
More formally, when the Boolean matrix multiplications
are modified to witnessed ones, the algorithm for the APSD
problem, gives a characterization of the shortest path as a
type-t edge, where a type-0 edge is a regular edge and a type-
(s+1) edge is a path of no more than n edges, each of them
of type no higher than s. Thus, it is easy to compute the first
vertex vk on a path from vi to vj in logarithmic time (the
maximum type of an edge).
Setting Wij=k gives us a valid witnesses matrix since we
can prove by induction on the number of vertices in the path
which is being built by the witness matrix, that following W
from vi creates subpath Pr which starts at vi , ends in some
vr , and satisfies
dij*=dPrir +drj*. (3)
The absence of nonpositive cycles implies that no such sub-
path can repeat the same vertex more than once (if it does,
it contradicts (3)). Therefore the path must reach vj after no
more than n edges. K
Theorem 5. The unrestricted APSP(n, 1) problem can
be solved in O (n(3+|)2) time.
Proof. Subsection 5.1 reduced the general problem into
one without negative cycles. Subsection 5.2 reduced the
problem further to the case without nonpositive length
cycle. In this subsection we solved this case. K
6. LONG EDGES
In this section we briefly sketch the case in which
dij # [0, \1, ..., \M]. In the directed nonnegative case, we
FIG. 13. Witnesses for long edges.
take the algorithm of [2] and replace the Boolean matrix
multiplications by witnessed Boolean matrix multiplication.
It works like the transformation of the APSD algorithm of
[1] into the APSP algorithm of Section 2, handling the
separator trick similarly. Zero length edges are handled as
in the transitive closure. So we get the same (up to







In the undirected case, we run the APSD algorithm of
[2] which gives us D*. Then we compute the witnesses by
a witnessed Boolean matrix multiplication as follows: Let X
be an M long vector of n_n Boolean matrices, Xr=[D=r]
for 1rM. Let Y be an M_3M matrix of n_n Boolean
matrices, Yrs=[D*#s&r(mod 3M] for 1rM and
1s3M. Compute Z=X } Y. Figure 13 shows this multi-
plication. Let Zs=Mr=1 Xr } Yrs .
Let 1s3M. If dij*#s(mod 3M) then either dij=dij*,
or there exists a shortest path of more than one edge from
vi to vj . Let its first edge be from vi to vk , where dik=r. In
this case (Zs) ij=1 since (Xr) ik=1 and (Yrs)kj=1. Hence
[D*#s(mod 3M)][D#s(mod 3M)] 6 Zs .
Thus Zs has witnesses for all pairs ij such that
dij*#s(mod 3M) (except for, maybe, the trivial case where
dij*=dij). We now show that these witnesses are good
for d*. If
dij*#s(mod 3M), (4)
the witness for (Zs) ij=1 is r, i.e., (Xr) ik=(Yrs)kj=1, then
dik=r and d*kj=3M&+s&r; hence,
dij*dik+d*kj=3M&+s. (5)
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FIG. 14. Packing the multiplication for witnesses for long edges.
From (5), (6), and (4) we get that dij*=3M&+s and there-
fore vk is a witness for dij*. So witnessing the Boolean matrix
multiplication Z=X } Y yields witnesses for D*. Seidel
claims to have such a solution for this problem in a footnote
in [5] without explicitly describing it. His solution may be
the same.
We can use a packing technique similar to that of [2] to
pack this Boolean matrix multiplication as follows: Without
loss of generality, - M is an integer. Let X$ be a - M_- M
matrix of n_n Boolean matrices:
[X$rs=[D=(r&1) - M+s]]- Mr, s=1.
Let Y$ be a - M_4M matrix of n_n Boolean matrices:
[Y$st=[D*#M&s+t(mod 3M)]]- M 4Ms=1 t=1.
Let Z$=X$ } Y$. Figure 14 shows this multiplication. Let





Z$i, s+(i&1) - M ,
so the time needed for a single matrix multiplication is
O(4 - M(- M n)|+- M n2)=O(M (|+1)2n|).
Hence the total time for the undirected APSP problem is
O (M (|+1)2n| log(Mn)).
As for the general case, there is a reduction (see [2]) of
the APSP(n, M) problem into an APSP(nM, 1) problem.
Such a reduction gives us a running time of O ((Mn)(3+|)2).
Thus, both in the directed and undirected cases we can solve
the APSP problem in the same time complexity (up to a
polylogarithmic factor) as the corresponding APSD problem.
7. OPEN PROBLEMS AND FURTHER
RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Our APSP algorithms work only in the case of integer
edge lengths. The following approach can be investigated:
one can round the edge lengths to integers and solve the
APSP problem. It may happen that the shortest path struc-
ture will remain the same although the shortest distances
would change. Then we walk along the resulting shortest
paths and compute the shortest distance using the original
noninteger edge lengths. So far this idea did not yield
positive results.
Can we use the methods developed here to solve other
problems?, for example, matching or flow problems? Even
a nonoptimal algorithm (an O(n(|+3)2) time, for example)
would be interesting as a start.
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